Eduardo Braun is an expert in Leadership and Management. As Director of the
HSM Group, which he joined in 1999, he has curated hundreds of events around the
world that brought on-stage the world’s brightest experts and leaders.
During the last 10 years, Eduardo has interviewed world renowned personalities
like President Bill Clinton, Rudy Giuliani, Colin Powell, Madeleine Albright, Jack
Welch, Michael Porter, Joseph Stiglitz, Muhammad Yunus, Philip Kotler, Francis
Ford Coppola and Alan Greenspan. He has been the Host in two TV shows: Lideres
and HSM Specials, aired through ManagemenTV –now WOBI--, a 24/7 Network
dedicated to Leadership and Management that is present in over 25 countries and
15 million homes.
Eduardo was a visiting professor at a program of the University of California,
Berkeley, and was a guest speaker in multiple editions of the High Performance
Leadership atIMD, Switzerland.
He is also member of the Board of Directors in other international companies:
Cuvelier los Andes –French winery– and Aislantes Celulósicos –construction
materials.
Prior to joining HSM he was the founding partner of MIG, a Management
Consulting firm specialized in Strategy and Business Development. His experience
in management consulting started with Booz Allen & Hamilton in the Paris Office
in 1990, working in projects in Europe, Brazil and Argentina.
Eduardo combined his consulting experience with line management positions. He
was Sales and Marketing Manager at OMINT, a family-owned HMO, and he
previously occupied in France positions as Secretary General of the GROUPE
ETERNIT, and later Marketing Director of their Sanitary Division.
Eduardo participates in different non-governmental organizations including Lib...
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Testimonials
“Thanks again so much for your great workshop on Leadership last night. I was
really moved by your comments on passion and authenticity and learned a lot in
just a short hour… As a past president of the Cal Alumni club in France I can
assure you that it was one of our best events ever!”
- Event organizer.

“Eduardo made this event incredibly special; the talk was intense, authentic,
stimulating. Attendees spoke to me of a “rare learning experience”. All were
enchanted! The dinner will stay in my memory as a magical moment… ”
- Event organizer.
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